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Attacks on passwords by thermal cameras are a poignant example of how emerging technologies can pose unforeseen security risks. Despite being easy to perform and effective, thermal attacks are not commonly understood or counteracted, hence a strategy to mitigate this is required. In this paper, we propose an AI-driven strategy to obfuscate vulnerable interfaces in the view of thermal cameras automatically, then discuss the advantages and limitations of attempting to enforce such a system-centred solution as policy, versus instead attempting to shape user behaviour.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When new technology becomes available to the general public, it can bring novel and unconsidered security risks. For example, with the introduction of the iPhone in 2007, shoulder surfing became prevalent [7, 9] but various methods such as multimodal authentication [11] assist in overcoming this threat. Similarly, thermal cameras have become increasingly inexpensive, portable and discrete. This is a concern, as they can be effectively used to steal passwords, passcodes and patterns by observing the heat trace left on keyboards [3, 4, 10], keypads [15] or touchscreens [1, 2] after use. The risk posed by thermal attacks, and how they can be mitigated, is not well understood by the general public, prompting consideration of how to protect users, either by shaping user behaviour or mitigating the risk at a system level. This paper presents our work, investigating thermal attacks and how they can be mitigated, as a case study, discussing the benefits and drawbacks of designing solutions intended to be instituted as public policy versus user-centred solutions.

2 THE SECURITY THREAT OF THERMAL ATTACKS

The threat of thermal cameras being used to infer passwords was identified in 2011 [15] and researchers have since demonstrated the efficacy of these thermal attacks on keyboards [4], keypads [13] and touchscreens [1]. Due to the fact that heat is transferred from the user’s fingertips to interfaces that they touch, thermal cameras can observe these residual heat traces on keyboards, keypads or phone screens after authentication. The order in which keys or areas were pressed can be inferred by the relative intensity of heat traces: warmer traces were pressed later, cooler traces earlier, and keys or areas pressed multiple times will be most intense [1, 15].

Thermal attacks work up to 60 seconds after authentication [10, 15], and are consistent under 30 seconds [1, 10, 16], making them hard to detect. Thermal cameras are also becoming more affordable and discrete, as they are available to
consumers as a smartphone add-on for £155 [5], and researchers have integrated them into glasses [8]. Recent work shows that scenarios which allow for successful thermal attacks are common [6]. In summary, the availability of discrete thermal cameras presents a societal security risk for which authentication systems and users are not prepared and therefore, mitigation strategies are necessary.

3 THERMAL MITIGATION AS PUBLIC POLICY OR USER-RESPONSIBILITY

Our research on thermal attacks can illustrate the benefits and limitations of designing system-centred, versus user-centred, mitigation policies. First, how could thermal attacks be mitigated by system-level policy change? Authentication interfaces can be made more resilient to thermal attacks in several ways, such as manipulating interface temperature [1], using specific materials [4, 15], or digital interfaces which shuffle key positions [12, 14]. This approach would, however, require the conversion or replacement of all preinstalled interfaces, and regulation of new interfaces being produced, making it a difficult policy to establish or enforce. This motivates instead to pursue a solution which is easier to implement, should it become policy: targeting just the thermal camera. We propose a system that obfuscates vulnerable interfaces in the view of thermal cameras in real time. It has been shown that machine learning can be used to identify authentication interfaces, such as keyboards, in thermal images and camera feeds [4]. Using this automatic detection, filters could be applied to the interface in view to obscure heat traces without otherwise inhibiting the camera’s functionality (see Figure 1), similar to how printers are software-blocked from printing images of banknotes.

![Fig. 1. Left: The threat: heat traces on a keyboard after a password is entered, as seen by a thermal camera. Right: By using machine learning to detect if a keyboard is in the camera’s view, obfuscation filters can be automatically applied.](image)

Alternatively, we could seek to encourage user behaviours resilient to thermal attacks. Research has identified effective examples, including masking heat traces by placing one’s hand on the interface after use [1], wearing gloves [10] or using longer passwords with repeated characters [10, 13]. While a system-level solution will not be available to users until it becomes policy, users have agency over solutions which rely on their behaviour and can start using them immediately. The downside, however, is users can freely choose not to adopt these methods, just as people are free to choose ‘1111’ as their PIN code. By contrast, a policy enforcing system-level mitigation would secure most people by default, while requiring no user effort. It would be fallacious to characterise that user-centred solutions are not requiring policy change, as informing users of this new behaviour and installing it in them is a challenge, which may call for a new policy, such as new public information campaigns. Overall, policy enforcing a system-level change may stand the best chance of mitigating a societal risk, in this case of thermal attacks but are subject to resources and negotiation between public and corporate bodies, which can delay or prevent implementation and limit the changes available. While user-centred behavioural change may not be an effective solution, it should still be encouraged as it can provide individuals with immediate agency and can act as a stop-gap solution while awaiting appropriate policy change.
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